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VsD Halloween Special - The Merlocks

The Merlocks
An Encounter for Against the Darkmaster

General
Location: Fallen Gate.
Time: anytime.
The Task: survive the merlocks’ tricks and
free the world of their accursed presence.

The Tale
It was with treason that Saebeorht’s invasion
of Ouiuìleigh started. The Dark Mage used
cursed gold to bribe three dwarves, whose
names are lost to history, to open the gate
leading to the vale for his army. When
disaster struck, the three dwarves drowned
in the tunnels beneath the gate, but their
greed caused them to raise as Merlocks:
twisted, gold-obsessed undead.

Starting the Players
This encounter can be used as a consequence
for a failed Wandering or Hunting roll. The
heroes could be forced to take refuge from a
sudden storm under the gate traveling near
the mountains, or follow a weird set of
tracks to it while looking for Morcant. They
could hear the faint sound of a small bell
coming from a dark, damp tunnel just
beyond the gate; or see the light of a single
candle burning in the darkness, reflected by
what seems to be an abandoned pile of gold
coins.

Aids
Niall the Innkeeper or another villager could
help the PCs remember an old nursery
rhyme, which reveals one of the Merlock’s
weaknesses (they are bound to count riches).

Gunter the hunter (nursery rhyme)
The dwarves dug the hole
And got their heart stole’
They count all the gold
But now they’re cold
One day old Gunter
A lousy hunter
Tracked three toads
On unfamiliar roads
A bell was in the mud
Eyes, laughs and blood
And then he found
That he has drowned

Obstacles
The three Merlocks will try to ambush and
murder every character that enters their
tunnels. They know the layout of their
underground lair very well, and will use
their knowledge to surprise the heroes with
attacks from the flanks or from the rear,
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possibly separating them and picking them
out one by one.
They’ve built several traps, mainly
consisting in tripwires and quicksandcovered pits, which are Extremely Hard (-40)
to detect in dim light. Characters who fall
into one of this pits become Held and start
sinking into the quicksand, becoming
completely submerged in 1d5 - their
Encumbrance Level rounds (minimum 1
round). Sinking characters can try to drag
themselves out of the pit with a Very Hard
(-30) Athletics Skill Roll, and submerged
characters will die unless rescued.
The Merlocks’ gold is
very tempting (it counts
as a TV3 treasure), but
cursed. Those who take
it gain a new special
Passion, which they can
erase only by breaking
their curse: “this gold is
mine and mine only, I
must protect it at all
costs”. Until they have
this Passion, they cannot
gain Drive Points from
any other Passion.
The curse can be lifted by
magic, or by convincing
the cursed characters to
donate all their
belonging to a NPC in
need. A character that
dies under the Merlocks’
gold curse will rise as a
Merlock the following
night.

Rewards
Laying forgotten in a half-collapsed tunnel
the heroes will find the skeleton of a
dwarven warrior, still holding a perfectly
preserved warhammer. It’s the body of the
Merlocks’ sister, who was murdered by her
cruel brothers when she tried to persuade
them to refuse the Dark Mage’s offer.
The warhammer is an enchanted weapon,
the work of dwarven master rune-smiths. It
grants a magical +10 bonus to its wielder
CMB and counts as a Long weapon for the
purpose of determining striking order.
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Merlock
Merlock
Level

4

MR

15L

AT

NO

DEF

35

TSR

40

WSR

40

HP

60

1st Attack

75 MGr

2nd Attack 50 We
Special

Mesmerizing Bell, Ambush

CT

NH

Rog

60

Adv

20

Lor

10

Description
On rare occasions, when someone dies
consumed by greed, with a heart full of
treachery, their corpse rises as a Merlock, a
twisted undead parody of what they were in
life.
Merlocks are gaunt, hideous creatures, with
large webbed feets, red burning eyes and
sickly green, rubbery skin. Their clothes are
ragged and rotten, but they often carry with
them large sacks or chests of gold, either tied
to their back or dragged across the floor as
they move around. Each Merlock also carries
a single, small golden bell, that turns to foul,
black mud if its owner is slain.

Unable to bear sunlight and obsessed by
gold and riches, they hide in dark, remote
places, endlessly counting their coins. Those
unfortunate enough to trespass on their lair,
or unknowingly wander near its entrance,
are seen by Merlocks as thieves, coming to
plunder their riches, and immediately
attacked.

Combat Tactics
Merlocks are sly and insidious opponents.
They prefer to hide and ambush their preys,
luring them into traps or to muddy ground,
where they have the advantage. Their
favourite tactic is sounding their bell from a
hidden position, watching as their victims
helplessly sink into some mud-covered hole
they’ve dug.

Special Abilities
Undead Nature
Due to their undead nature, Merlocks do not
need to breathe, rest or eat, are immune to
Stun and never Bleed. Their large, webbed
feets let them cross mud and quicksand as if
they were normal terrain. They can see
perfectly well in dim light and total
darkness, but are blinded by sunlight and
other bright lights (suffering a -80 penalty to
all their Skill and Attack Rolls when exposed
to a source of bright light).
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Mesmerizing Bell
They can spend a Full Action to sound the
small golden bell they carry, forcing any
living creature within a 6 meters radius that
can hear it to make a WSR. Those who fail
are mesmerized by the bell sound and Held
for 1 round for every 5 points of failure of
their Save Roll, or until they are shaken,
prodded or harmed in any way.
Skilled ambushers, Merlocks can add their
level to all their Critical Strike rolls they deal

with their Grappling attack against a foe that
is Held or unaware of their presence.

Weaknesses
Gold is Merlocks’ main weakness, since their
curse forces them to count all the riches they
see. Tossing a handful of coins before a
group of Merlocks will make them freeze for
a round, wasting their action to count them.

